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Actions Verbs Nouns Scenes

Count
0 1000

Throwing a broom
Washing a window

Fixing a door
Washing a cup/glass

Washing some clothes
Taking a laptop from

Clos ing a box
Throwing a pillow

Tidying up a blanket/s
Lying on the  floor

Snuggling with a  pillow
Putting shoes  somewhere
Putting a box somewhere

Holding a vacuum
Putting a blanket

Holding a shoe/shoes
Holding some medicine

Holding a laptop
Taking a

Holding a box
Holding a broom

Someone  is  undress ing
Holding a blanket

Putting some food
Someone  is  laughing
Playing with a phone

Holding a dish
Holding a phone/camera

Sitting in a chair

Count Count Count

Dataset for unstructured video activity recognition and commonsense reasoning for daily human activities

Smiling at a book

Reading a book 13%
Smiling 9%

Holding a book 9%
Taking a book 7%

Laughing 5%

Smiling 12%
Laughing 5%
Closing a book 9%
Put book somewhere 6%
Reading a book 5% Snuggling with a blanket

Holding a blanket 8%
Taking a blanket 7%

Sitting down 5%
Sitting in a chair 3%
Walk in doorway 3%

Standing up 7%
Put blanket 4%
Throw blanket 4%
Awakening 3%
Smiling 3%

Taking a picture

Play with camera 38%
Hold camera 26%
Take camera 17%

Walk in doorway 6%
Sit in chair 5%

Put camera 9%
Smiling 7%
Playing with camera 5%
Take camera 4%
Hold camera 3% Opening a window

Walk in doorway 22%
Look out window 16%

Standing up 13%
Smiling 10%
Running 9%

Look out window 16%
Close window 5%
Drink from cup 3%
Holding cup 3%
Sneezing 3%

mechanical turkCollection statistics
• $1 cost per video
• 1225 videos collected per day
• 267 di erent users participated
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Kitchen
Sampled Words

"A person opens a refrigerator, 
and begins drinking out of a jug 

of milk before closing it."

"A person is washing their 
refrigerator. Then, opening it, 

the person begins putting 
away their groceries."

Scripts Recorded Videos
"A person stands in the kitchen 
and cleans the fridge. Then start 
to put groceries away from a bag"

"person drinks milk from a fridge, 
they then walk out of the room."

Annotations

Opening a refrigerator

Closing a refrigerator
Putting groceries somewhere

Opening a refrigerator

Drinking from cup/bottlemechanical turk mechanical turk mechanical turk

GT: A person opens a 
closet and picks up a 
pink toy laptop o  of 
the shelf. They close 
the closet, turn o  
the light, and exit the 
room.

GT: A person sweeps 
the oor and places 
the dirt into a trash 
bag.

GT: A person is 
sitting in a chair while 
watching something 
on a laptop. The 
person then begins to 
laugh.

GT: A person is 
cooking on a stove they 
are mixing the food in 
the pot they go to the 
cabinet and take out a 
spice they put the spice 
in the pot

GT:  Person is 
standing in the 
doorway drinking 
co ee before grabbing 
a towel from the closet 
and tossing it out the 
door.

Watching TV Watching laptop Closing a laptop Taking phone Playing on phone

Playing on phone Watching TVSitting at table Standing upSitting at table

Watching TV Sneezing Eating Sneezing Fixing hair

Examples

allenai.org/plato/charades/
Dataset available!

Charades

• How do we collect realistic and 
   diverse videos in various homes?
 

• Not everything is available online
 

• Can we create content on AMT?

Opening 
Refrigerator

9,848 annotated videos

30.1 seconds on average

66,500 localized activities

Really boring videos

157 activities de ned from verbs+nouns

Crowdsource video dataset creation from script writing to video recording

Drinking
from Cup

Our data

video
collecccccccccccteeeeeeeeeeedddddddd per day
users ppppppppppppppparticipated
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Sign-up bonuses

mechanical turkOther Datasets

#Annotations #Actions per video #Actors

ActivityNet
UCF101 THUMOS

MPII-Cooking
Our Dataset

ActivityNet
New

Baseline Results
• Numerous baselines for benchmarking activity understanding 
• Signi cant challenges:
    - Sequences of overlapping activities
    - Fine-grained categories
    - Actor and scene diversity 
• Mean average precision over each activities in a video

• Predicting captions for a video


